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Abstract

We present a comprehensive scattering study of nanostructured silicon. Neutron
and x-ray scattering experiments elucidate structural and dynamical properties
of electrochemically etched, porous silicon membranes with pores roughly 8 nm
across. In particular, inelastic cold neutron scattering techniques reveal the
phonon dispersion of the nanostructured, single crystalline samples in the linear
Debye regime for energy transfers up to 4 meV. A modified dispersion rela-
tion characterized by systematically reduced sound velocities manifests itself
in altered elastic properties of porous silicon when compared to bulk silicon.
Its relevance for nanostructured silicon as thermoelectric material of interest is
discussed.
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1. Introduction

Thermoelectric materials convert temperature gradients into electricity and
vice versa electric currents into cooling power [17]. Consequently, thermoelec-
tric solid state devices are expected to play a key role in the global search for
sustainable and green energy technologies. The efficiency of state-of-the-art ma-
terials however is limited. This efficiency directly relates to the figure of merit
ZT = σS2κ−1T , which depends on electrical conductivity σ, Seebeck coef-
ficient S, temperature T , and thermal conductivity κ and strategies must be
devised to tailor the performance of materials by tuning electrical and thermal
conductivity independently to increase ZT .
Skutterudites [53, 38], half- and full-Heusler alloys [21, 60, 46, 56] and more
generally nano- and hierarchically-structured materials [20, 58, 44] are among
the most discussed and studied systems to exhibit superior thermoelectric per-
formances [52]. Key strategies to manipulate ZT are introducing local disorder
in the crystal structure in form of rattler atoms, defining scattering centers on
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various length scales for phonons and phonon dispersion engineering through
nanostructuring.
Studying novel thermoelectric materials commonly involves more or less so-
phisticated synthesis procedures, macroscopic characterization of thermal and
electronic transport and structural investigations by means of scattering tech-
niques. Less frequent are studies of the microscopic origin of heat transport [11]
to relate thermal conductivity to peculiarities of phonon dispersion or diffuse
phonon scattering. Similarly rare are synchrotron based spectroscopic studies
[41] to elucidate the electronic properties in terms of band structure or isolated
electronic levels, which define the power factor PF = σS2.
A multitude of studies discuss or propose nanostructured silicon as thermo-
electric material of interest [37, 7, 19, 9, 55, 48, 13, 11, 49, 54]. In particular,
it is envisioned to manipulate thermal conductivity by isotopic disorder [45],
to increase diffuse scattering of phonons at artificial interfaces, e.g., pore walls
[48, 49] and to manipulate the phonon dispersion relation itself for instance via
band gap engineering [27]. Whereas theoretical studies on this subject appear
numerous, there exist only a few experimental investigations [13, 55, 39] and
rarely ones, which go beyond macroscopic sample characterization [11].
There are different routes to structure silicon on nanometer sized length scales.
E-beam lithography is one of the most sophisticated approaches. It provides
the greatest flexibility in terms of defining regular nanometer-sized surface pat-
terns but comes at the cost of demanding technological requirements, a small
sample throughput and financially challenging expenditures [24]. Finally, the
technique is limited to the synthesis of only several nanometer thick structured
films. Electrochemical etching of silicon provides a low-tech approach to de-
fine nanometer features [59]. It offers the possibility to synthesize macroscopic
amounts of porous, single crystalline silicon at low costs and on feasible time
scales although with reduced structural regularity. The single crystalline nature
of such samples renders them particularly interesting for structural and dynam-
ical studies utilizing scattering techniques. Nanowire growth [47, 43], template
assisted reactive ion etching [55] and nanoparticle synthesis [25] are other reg-
ularly employed synthesis methods with different degrees of complexity.
Here, we present elastic and inelastic neutron scattering experiments to probe
structural and dynamical properties of porous silicon membranes (pSi) as a
model system. In particular, inelastic neutron scattering experiments utilizing
cold neutrons emerge as valuable tool to elucidate modified dispersion relations
in nanostructured silicon samples in the Debye regime with the potential to be
extended towards the Brillouin zone boundary with thermal neutrons or x-rays.
These methods are of immense interest in the field of phonon engineering and
its expected impact in the field of thermoelectrics [3, 45, 31].
Subsequent to this introductory part, the remainder of our article is organized
as follows. Chapter II and III discuss sample preparation and characterization.
Section IV provides details on the inelastic neutron scattering experiments per-
formed on porous silicon samples. Section V recalls some basics of elasticity
theory, whereas one can find details of the data analysis in chapter VI. Chapter
VII finally provides a detailed discussion of experimental results. As a highlight
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we present modified elastic properties of nanostructured silicon as evident from
our studies.

2. Experiment

2.1. Samples

The term porous silicon refers commonly to electrochemically etched silicon,
which exhibits micro- or nanometer-sized cavities in an otherwise single crys-
talline matrix [10, 50, 59]. Its synthesis employs usually hydrofluoric acid (HF)
as electrolyte and its morphology is defined in a fairly convoluted way by the
etching parameters as HF concentration and applied current as well as dop-
ing and orientation of the source material that are single crystalline Si wafers
[59]. Adjusting these parameters allows tailoring pore diameters, porosities and
morphologies ranging from complex, interconnected pore networks to tubular,
aligned channels several hundred microns long.
The synthesis of our samples encompassed three steps: electrochemical etching,
epilayer separation and crystallographic cutting. To grow roughly 8 nm wide
tubular channels along the [001] direction, p-doped [001] silicon wafers with a
resistivity of ρ = 0.01 - 0.02 Ωcm−1 were etched in an hydrofluoric acid/ethanol
solution [HF(48%):Eth(99.9%) = 4 : 6] for 4h applying a current density of j
= 18 mA cm−2. This etching process was terminated by increasing the current
density to j = 215 mA cm−2 for 40s to detach the porous epilayer of roughly
160 µm thickness from the supporting silicon wafer creating free standing pSi
membranes. Subsequently, the cleaned and dried membranes were cut with a
laser into quadratic, 30 × 30 mm2 membranes along the crystallographic [110]
and [110] directions.
In total, 38 membranes were synthesized and assembled to form a 6 mm stack
of pSi providing sufficient material for neutron scattering experiments. The sur-
face normal of the stack coincided with the [001]-direction and the edges were
parallel to [110] and [110]. An equivalent stack of bulk silicon (bSi) plates was
prepared from the same batch of Si wafers and served as reference sample to
calibrate instrumental offsets utilizing its well known structural and dynamical
properties.

2.2. Characterization

Nitrogen sorption isotherms are a standard metrology to ascertain morpho-
logical characteristics of mesoporous materials [10, 50]. At fixed sample tem-
perature T = 77 K, volumetric measurements relate the liquid nitrogen uptake
f = N/N0 in mesopores to the vapor pressure Pred = P/P0 of the coexisting
vapor phase, where N labels the number of physisorbed N2 molecules, N0 the
number of molecules required to fill the entire pore space, P the vapor pressure
and P0 the equilibrium saturation pressure of bulk nitrogen at 77 K.
A nitrogen sorption isotherm typically follows an hysteretic path upon adsorp-
tion and desorption, which reflects layer growth on the pore walls at small re-

duced pressures Pred < P
ad/de
red and capillary condensation that is the formation
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of liquid drops in the pore center above Pred = P
ad/de
red . This peculiar behavior

allows inferring effective surface area A, pore size distribution and porosity Φ
of the substrate by BET-analysis [8], BJH-analysis [6] or more sophisticated
DFT-calculations [35].
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Figure 1: (Color online) (a) N2 sorption isotherm measured at T = 77 K in pSi. (b) Pore
size distribution in pSi estimated from the desorption branch of the N2 isotherm employing a
BJH-analysis.

Fig. 1(a) exhibits a representative sorption isotherm of the synthesized pSi sam-
ples. A BET-analysis of the initial part of the isotherm (Pred < 0.3) predicts
an effective surface of A = 157 m2 g−1. A BJH-analysis relates the desorption
pressures upon capillary condensation via the thickness of the coexisting wall
film t(Pred) and the Kelvin equation kBT ln(Pred) ∼ [R − t(Pred)]

−1 to the
pore size distribution in Fig. 1(b) with an average radius of R ≈ 4 nm and
cut-offs close to 2.5 nm and 5.5 nm. Membrane volume and N0 allow a porosity
estimate of Φ ≈ 50%.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides a more direct approach to vi-
sualize the morphology of pSi membranes. It presents naturally a more local,
surface sensitive characterization of the samples rather than a volume sensitive
probe like a sorption isotherm. A SEM image of the top view of a pSi membrane
is shown in Fig. 2(a). It displays the polygonal shape of the pores as reported
earlier [12]. The inset shows the size distribution of pores at the membrane sur-
face. This distribution has been obtained by a contour finding algorithm [40],
applied to a binary version of the 2D-SEM image and subsequently relating the
enclosed areas of polygonal-shaped contours to radii of circles with equivalent
area. Fig. 2(b) exhibits the tree-like morphology of the pore-channels along the
[001] direction caused by dendritic growth during the etching process [59].
In order to probe the quality of the alignment of the individual membranes
in the assembled stack, diffraction experiments were performed on the γ-ray
diffractometer at the HZB, which is equipped with a 192Ir source giving a wave-
length of λ = 0.0392 Å (Ref. [28]). In ω-scans at fixed scattering angles for
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selected Bragg reflections (111, 220 and 004) the samples were rotated and the
intensity variations as function of sample orientation ω recorded. From these
measurements effective, accumulated mosaicities due to stacking multiple mem-
branes of less than ±0.5◦ half width maximum were inferred. Consequently, the
prepared sample stacks were considered to be perfectly suited for the planned
neutron scattering experiments.

[001]

30 nm

30 nm

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (Color online) SEM micrograph of pSi recorded with a SEM LEO GEMENI mi-
croscope employing electron energies of 15 keV: (a) Top view of the pores in etched silicon.
The inset illustrates the pore size distribution as inferred from a contrast analysis of the SEM
image. (b) Side view of the pores.

2.3. Neutron scattering

The cold neutron triple-axis spectrometer FLEXX [36] at the research re-
actor BER II in Berlin was used for scattering studies. Corresponding sets of
elastic and inelastic scattering experiments were performed on pSi and bSi to
achieve a thorough understanding of the influence of nanostructuring on crystal
structure and phonon dispersion. In all the experiments the [110] crystallo-
graphic plane of silicon as defined by the [001]- and [110] directions coincided
with the scattering plane. For the measurements, samples were kept at room
temperature in an evacuated and vacuum tight aluminum container.
Elastic scattering experiments employed neutrons with wavelengths λ = 2.24
and 4.83 Å to measure the wave vector dependent intensity of 004-, 220-,
and 111-Bragg reflections longitudinally along the [001]-, [110]-, and [111]-
directions (Fig. 3). For pSi, these measurements are sensitive to structural
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anisotropies, because wave vector transfers Q parallel and perpendicular to the
tubular nanochannels along [001] are probed. Phonons were studied at 111-
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Figure 3: (Color online) Normalized elastic scattering intensity of pSi (blue symbols) and
bSi (red symbols) at selected Bragg reflections HKL as scanned longitudinally along the
[HKL] directions: (a) Scan along the [111]-direction at the 111-Bragg reflection. (b) Scan
along the [001]-direction at the 004-Bragg reflection. (c) Scan along the [110]-direction at
the 220-Bragg reflection (bottom). Solid lines represent Voigt curves obtained by nonlinear
least squares fitting of the data. QL and QH are H- and L- components of the wave vector
transfer Q reduced to the size of a cubic unit cell 2π/a in reciprocal space. Statistical error
bars are usually of the symbol size or even smaller and therefore often indistinguishable from
the symbols.

, 220- and 004-Bragg reflections in [111]-, [1,1,1]-, [001]- and [110]- directions
to discern properly between longitudinal and transverse excitations. Constant
energy scans at 2 meV, 3 meV and 4 meV energy transfer ∆E allowed to de-
termine the wave vector q of the phonons within the respective Brillouin zones.
Fig. 4 exhibits such an exemplary, longitudinal [111] phonon as measured at the
111-Bragg reflection for ∆E = 3 meV.

2.4. Data analysis

2.4.1. Structure

The elastic scattering data as shown in Fig. 3 were analyzed with respect to
width and wave vector of the Bragg reflections. In particular, nonlinear least
squares fitting of Voigt functions was employed to determine the full width
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Figure 4: (Color online) Monolithic pSi sample: Longitudinal [111] phonon as measured at the
111 reflection for an energy transfer of 3 meV. The black line shows a nonlinear least squares
fit of two Gaussians to the data to find the phonon wave vector q = Qmax −QBragg in the
Brillouin zone.

half maximum (FWHM) of Gauss (γG) and Lorentz (γL) contributions to the
observed peak profiles. Results are listed in Table 1.

2.4.2. Phonon dispersion

Inelastic scattering data as shown in Fig. 4 provide as main information the
relation between wave vector q and energy h̄ω of the probed phonons ω(q). The
determination of the phonon wave vector through nonlinear least squares fit-
ting of Gaussian profiles to the constant-energy scans for different energies and
crystallographic directions allowed obtaining the phonon dispersion in the linear
Debye regime (Fig. 5) for longitudinal and transverse polarizations. The slope
v of the dispersion ω = vq in the Debye regimes represents the group velocity
of corresponding sound waves and was estimated for pSi by linear least squares
fitting.
Table 2 lists accepted literature values for the sound velocities of bSi. Conse-
quently, in our data analysis the measured phonons for bSi were not used to
ascertain the slopes of the phonon dispersion curves. Rather, linear least squares
fitting assuming literature values for vsound, was used to calibrate and correct
the phonon wave vectors for an evident, q-independent instrumental offset close
to the center of the Brillouin zone (q → 0 Å−1). The offset for [111]L, for in-
stance was 0.006Å−1. That is roughly 0.5% of the size of the entire Brillouin
zone 2π/a.

2.4.3. Elasticity

In elasticity theory the rank-2 tensors strain σ and stress ǫ are related via
the inverse rank-4 tensors of stiffness C and compliance S. Generally, the rela-
tionship

σij = cijklǫkl ǫij = sijklσkl (1)
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with i, j, k, l ∈ {x, y, z} holds for any crystalline structure. In cubic systems
like silicon, however, symmetry considerations reduce the 81 entries of S and C
to only three independent components. They are often referred to as s11, s12,
and s44 and c11, c12, and c44, respectively (Ref. [26]).

In the long wavelength limit (Debye regime) the group velocity v
[HKL]
L/T of sound

waves in cubic crystals relates to the three independent components of the stiff-
ness tensor and the mass density ρ. For longitudinal and transverse waves along
[001], [110], and [111] directions it is

v
[100]
L = (

c11
ρ

)1/2

v
[100]
T = (

c44
ρ

)1/2

v
[110]
L = (

c11 + c12 + 2c44
2ρ

)1/2

v
[110]
T,‖ = (

c44
ρ

)1/2

v
[111]
L = (

c11 + 2c12 + 4c44
3ρ

)1/2

v
[111]
T = (

c11 − c12 + c44
3ρ

)1/2.

(2)

Only for [110]-phonons the two existing transverse modes are degenerate. There-
fore, in the fourth equation the symbol ‖ explicitly refers to a polarization vector
that resides in the scattering plane. We omitted the equation for the case of

orthogonal polarization v
[110]
T,⊥ , since respective phonons cannot be probed in our

scattering geometry.
Uniaxial compression or elongation in one of the main crystallographic direc-
tions is in cubic systems expressed in terms of Young moduli YHKL as defined
by the compliance tensor [26]:

1

Y[100]
= s11

1

Y[110]
= s11 −

1

2
[(s11 − s12)−

1

2
s44]

1

Y[111]
= s11 −

2

3
[(s11 − s12)−

1

2
s44].

(3)

Additionally, in the silicon structure with the tetrahedral coordination of Si
atoms the Keating relation [30] holds between the three components of the
stiffness tensor leaving only two independent components:

Ψ =
2(c11 + c12)c44

(c11 − c12)(c11 + 3c12)
≡ 1. (4)

Sound velocities were converted into elastic constants of pSi employing the set of
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equations above (Eqns 2). To find an adequate agreement between theoretical
sound velocities (Eqns 2) and experimental values in Table II, we minimized the
expression (5) with respect to the elastic constants c11, c12 and c44. Here, the
sum was taken over the probed crystallographic directions ([111], [110], [001])
and polarizations p (L,T) .

∑

p, crys.dir.

(1−
vcrys.dir.p (c11, c12, c44)

vcrys.dir.p,exp

)2. (5)

In a next step, the inverse of the stiffness tensor C provided the entries of the
compliance tensor, which finally defined the Young moduli via Eqns 3. The
resulting elastic constants and uncertainties are listed in Table III.

Table 1: FWHM of Gauss and Lorentz contributions to the Voigt shaped Bragg reflections.
111 220 004

γbSi
G [Å−1] 0.0140(1) 0.0280(2.4) 0.0240(1.3)

γbSi
L [Å−1] 0 0 0

γpSi

G
[Å−1] 0.0140(1) 0.0280(2.4) 0.0240(1.3)

γpSi

L
[Å−1] 0.0120(2.2) 0.0230 (3.2) 0.0070(2.6)

In this particular analysis scheme care appears to be in order with respect to
successive error propagation and provided error bars. The fitting of phonon
wave vectors q accounts for statistical uncertainties in the measured scattering
intensities I, which scale with

√
I. The associated covariance matrix is ana-

lyzed to obtain ∆q. Similarly, the linear least squares approximation of the
dispersion relation, predicts sound velocities v and uncertainties ∆v. They in-
clude errors in phonon wave vectors ∆q. Finally, error bars given for stiffness
and compliance tensor as well as Young moduli are the result of a statistical
bootstrap method. They rely on the repetitive calculation of sought quantities
using starting parameters that vary randomly but normal distributed around
their mean values [14].

3. Results and discussion

The reciprocal lattice vector Q of the highest indexed Bragg reflection 004
translates for bSi into a lattice constant of a = 5.4273(2) Å in favorable agree-
ment with the literature value of 5.43053(7) Å [42]. For pSi one obtains a =
5.4357(2) Å. That is a relative increase in a by not more than 0.15% and in
accordance with an earlier high resolution x-ray scattering study [5]. Theo-
retically, the slightly increased lattice constant should also manifest itself in a
decrease of mass density by 0.5%. Assuming unaltered elastic constants in pSi,
this would lead to an insignificant increase in sound velocities in pSi (Eqn 2).
This is in obvious contrast to our experimental results below and we utilize
confidently the mass density ρ = 2.33 g cm−3 for bSi as well as pSi in the sub-
sequent discussion.
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The peak shape analysis in Fig. 3 and Table 1 utilized Gauss and Voigt func-
tions. It clearly indicated a pure Gaussian shape for bSi as expected for Bragg
reflections of single crystals measured on a triple-axis spectrometer [51]. The
full width half maxima (FWHM) of the bulk Bragg reflections illustrate the
Q- and wave length dependent instrumental resolution. Assuming Gauss con-
tributions as inferred from bulk reflections, pSi samples exhibited additionally
significant Lorentz contributions to Voigt-shaped peaks. Performing a single
reflection analysis, one relates the FWHM of these Lorentz contributions γL to
the crystallite size D via the equation γL = 4D−1 [4]. For the [001], [110]
and [111] directions one infers crystallite sizes of 58 nm, 17 nm and 32 nm that
are significantly larger than the pore-pore distance of 11 nm, which is expected
for cylindrical pores with Radius R = 4 nm and a porosity of Φ = 50%
on a hexagonal lattice. As also reported by Barla et al. [5] the coherence of
the lattice obviously prevails in the pSi samples beyond the next nearest neigh-
bor pore-pore distances. The largest crystallite size is found along [001] and is
likely a consequence of preferential etching, which allows for larger coherent do-
mains along this direction to endure the sample synthesis. This morphological
anisotropy is also clearly indicated in the SEM-images (see Fig. 2). Earlier such
anisotropies were related to textural growth of confined solids, e.g., alkanes in
pSi [23].
The performed profile analysis does not independently determine the Gaussian
contributions γpSi

G for pSi reflections. Rather, it uses the resolution limited

bulk values. Deviating, from this analysis scheme and fitting γpSi
G yields no

reliable/systematic differences to respective bulk values. As a consequence, an
interpretation of the Gauss widths in terms of strain [4] becomes impossible for
pSi.

Table 2: Sound velocities: The table provides longitudinal and transverse sound velocities of
bSi (literature) and pSi (experiment). The last row lists the exact sound velocities expected
for the experimental estimate of elastic constants as listed in Table III.

[111]L
m/s

[111]T
m/s

[100]L
m/s

[100]T
m/s

[011]L
m/s

[011]T
m/s

bSi (Ref. [26], Eqns 2) 9356 5094 8433 5844 9134 5844
pSi (exp) 8113 ± 247 4707 ± 100 7230 ± 110 5210 ±100 8971 ± 600 4912 ± 60

pSi (Eqns 2, Table III) 8287 4586 7584 5158 8116 5158

The analysis of the inelastic neutron scattering experiments in Fig. 5 indicated
sound velocities in pSi that are reduced by more than 10% when compared to
their respective bulk values. By means of Eqns 2, one determines elastic con-
stants (Table III) and a significant reduction of the stiffness tensor components
by more than 20% becomes evident for nanostructured pSi with R ≈ 4 nm
and Φ = 50%. It is important to state, that our scattering experiments probed
phonons with wavelengths between roughly 4 nm and 20 nm. Consequently, re-
ported sound velocities and elastic constants cannot be interpreted in terms of
an effective medium approach, which relates them only to the amount of missing
material as expressed by the porosity Φ. Rather a more local, microscopic char-
acterization of the elastic properties is achieved. Given the porosity of Φ = 50%
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Figure 5: (Color online) Phonon dispersion of pSi and bSi in the linear Debye regime. From left
to right, symbols represent [111]L/T , [100]L/T , and [011]L/T phonons. Dashed lines illustrate
the linear dispersion relation close to the center of the Brillouin zone. For bSi the slopes of
the dispersions translate exactly into the literature values for respective sound velocities (see
text). Bulk data were used to reliably calibrate the instrumental offset close to the Brillouin
zone center (see text). The slopes of the dispersions for the nanostructured sample were
obtained by linear least squares fitting and provide the sound velocities in pSi. Shown data
are corrected for the instrumental offset.

and the average pore size of 8 nm, measured phonons elucidate strongly pore
wall properties and less composite averages. Reported elastic moduli represent
at least upper bounds for the modification of microscopic, elastic properties in
pSi upon nanostructuring, which might be further refined in future scattering
studies that probe the entire Brillouin zone in combination with atomistic sim-
ulations.

Table 3: Literature values for elastic constants of bSi and experimental values of pSi as inferred
from measured sound velocities (Fig. 5), Eqns 2, and Eqn. 5.

c11
GPa

c12
GPa

c44
GPa

s11
10−3 GPa−1

s12
10−3 GPa−1

s44
10−3 GPa−1

Y[100]

GPa
Y[110]

GPa
Y[111]

GPa

pSi (exp) 134 ± 5.3 49 ± 8.1 62 ± 1.2 9.30 ± 0.47 −2.48 ± 0.37 16.21 ± 0.37 108 ± 5.5 134 ± 2.7 146 ± 4.3
bSi (Ref. [26]) 165.7 63.9 79.6 7.68 -2.14 12.6 130 169 188

In the literature, one finds several recent studies trying to elucidate elastic
properties of pSi by means of different experimental techniques. Aliev et al.
[1] performed acoustic transmission spectroscopy to measure longitudinal sound
velocities along the principal crystallographic directions in pSi as function of
porosity Φ only. Their results, which show a characteristic Φ-dependence of
sound velocity, stiffness tensor σij and Young moduli however should be con-
sidered to be representative for the composite system of silicon and pores only.
Not only average the used sound waves (λ > 1 µm) over many pores, their anal-
ysis crucially incorporates the macroscopic Gibson and Ashby model for Young
moduli of cellular solids and does not provide microscopic properties of pSi.
Grosman et al. [18] and Gor et al. [16] on the other hand measured adsorption
induced strain in pSi with RGrosman ≈ 6 nm and RGor ≈ 4 nm. They used
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finite element calculations to relate macroscopic distortion of thin pSi plates to
microscopic properties of pSi. Both studies agree on a sizable reduction of mi-
croscopic Young moduli in pSi maybe related to surface stress. The observation
of reduced Young moduli agrees favorably with the results of our experiments.
Based on a simplified, but theoretically manageable model of hexagonally ar-
ranged, cylindrical pores, Gor et al. state a Young modulus of 90 GPa for the
[001] direction in a morphologically similar pSi sample, compared to 108 GPa
reported in this study.
In the aftermath of these studies, the presented work is to the best of our
knowledge the first model independent and comprehensive experimental deter-
mination of elastic properties of pSi. Our data analysis only resorted to the in-
disputable cubic structure of pSi when calculating cij respectively Y[HKL]. Fur-
thermore it allowed extracting all three independent components of cij , which
provides a full elastic characterization of the material, whereas preceding dis-
tortion studies [18, 16] appeared incomplete.
Here, one should also stress that the reported elastic constants (Table III) for
pSi fulfill within the margin of error the Keating relation. It is Ψ = 0.95± 0.05.
Our measurements constitute an independent confirmation of its validity in the
structured system down to length scales of a few nanometers. Not only pre-
vails the cubic structure in pSi. The tetrahedral coordination of Si atoms, as
a prerequisite for the validity of the Keating relation, appears not significantly
altered in the etched samples. Earlier studies [1] crucially incorporated the va-
lidity of Eqn 4 in their data analysis.
The question arises what underlying mechanism might be responsible for mod-
ified phonon dispersions in pSi. Native oxide layers on pore walls [15] are le-
gitimate candidates to have an impact on the propagation of phonons in the
nanostructured pSi membranes. Strain in pSi might enhance anharmonic con-
tributions in the Si-Si interaction, but the bona-fide almost vanishing difference
between bSi and pSi lattice constants seems to object such a scenario. Grosman
et al. [18] stated surface stress as most likely cause for the reduced Young moduli
in their samples. Another effect that might modify the dispersion relation in the
Debye regime might be found in phonon confinement, which is also responsible
for the formation of Lamb waves in nano-rods or thin nano-plates. Here, the
boundary condition that the normal components of the stress tensor vanishes
at interfaces drastically alters the allowed vibrational modes [33, 34, 2, 29]. The
last scenario is at least in principle prone to theoretical studies. A proper calcu-
lation of the dispersion in pSi would however require a full quantum mechanical
treatment due to the crystalline nature of the system. Such a demanding theo-
retical approach is beyond the scope of this experimental study.
Understanding the elastic constants and their origin in pSi respectively nanos-
tructured silicon is naturally of interest for electronic devices that incorporate
nanometer sized features and is expected to play an important role for envi-
sioned sensor applications that rely on the elastic response of the device on
external stimuli. The field of thermoelectrics also benefits from scrutinizing
details of modified dispersions in nanostructured Si, which is discussed as po-
tential TEM of interest [37, 7, 19, 9, 55, 48, 13, 11, 49, 54]. For instance, our
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experiments probed phonons that account for roughly 30% of the accumulated
thermal conductivity κ in Si at temperatures between 300 K and 1000 K [22].
Consequently, the evidently reduced sound velocities must have a sizable effect
on scattering rates [32] and density of states. Both quantities enter critically κ
and by that the omnipresent figure of merit ZT .

4. Conclusion

Macroscopic amounts of single crystalline pSi with roughly 8 nm wide pores
were synthesized by electrochemical etching for structural and dynamical studies
on nanostructured silicon by means of elastic and inelastic scattering techniques.
Elastic neutron diffraction experiments confirmed the cubic diamond structure
of pSi. Voigt-shaped Bragg reflections were interpreted in terms of finite coher-
ence lengths in the monolithic silicon membranes. From the Lorentz contribu-
tion to the profile coherence lengths of less than 60 nm but significantly larger
than next nearest pore-pore distance were inferred.
Inelastic cold neutron scattering experiments allowed probing the phonon dis-
persion in the linear Debye regime for the high symmetry directions [001], [110],
and [111]. Longitudinal and transverse modes were studied up to energy trans-
fers of 4 meV. As a main result, the measurements found sound velocities re-
duced by roughly 10% compared to bSi. This reduction reflects significantly
reduced elastic constants in the nanostructured material. For instance, the
modified sound velocities translated themselves into smaller Young moduli ,
e.g. 108 GPa = Y pSi

[111] < Y bSi
[111] = 130GPa. This observation agrees with recent

studies on the elastic response of pSi upon water adsorption [16].
The fundamental origin of reduced sound velocities in pSi as evident from the
modified dispersion is still under debate and a topic of active research. It might
find an explanation in native oxide layers at the interfaces or surface stress.
Modified boundary conditions for the stress tensor itself at the pore-silicon in-
terface might also impact the dispersion relation [33, 29] and significantly alter
the materials vibrational eigenmodes. But more experimental as well as the-
oretical studies appear necessary to achieve a deeper and more comprehensive
understanding of the phenomena.
We demonstrated the potential of neutron scattering techniques to probe the
phonon dispersion of nanostructured, crystalline materials, e.g., pSi in the Debye
regime. It appears straightforward to perform such studies in the entire Bril-
louin zone by utilizing thermal neutron spectrometers. Employed techniques
overcome the limitations of other techniques as Brillouin scattering and acous-
tic transmission spectroscopy, which only provide information close to the high-
symmetry Γ-point. Consequently, our experimental approach is of particular
interest in the field of nanophononics or thermoelectrics where phonon gap en-
gineering or phonon dispersion engineering in general is expected to play an im-
portant role to improve or tailor device performances. Future challenges are not
only to extract elastic properties of nanostructured Si-based systems but rather
to access detailed information about atomistic interactions in nanostructures

13



as encoded in the complex dispersion relation. With respect to thermoelectric
research it is envisioned to scrutinize the subtle but sizable [57] influences of
modified phonon dispersion relations on macroscopic quantities as the thermal
conductivity and consequently the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT . These in-
fluences are usually ignored in theoretical studies not due to a lack of importance
or even interest rather due to a lack of reliable data.
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